New Aaqqiksugaq App

“Learn new words in Inuktitut syllabics and roman orthography through a jigsaw puzzle game! This educational application, created for children in Nunavut, promotes learning through 45 unique jigsaw puzzles, showcasing some of the art and culture inherent to Nunavut. Each puzzle features a word composed of a character from the Inuktitut syllabics. Complete all puzzles to learn the entire syllabary character set”

https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/aaqqiksugaq/id457113330

New Articles of Interest

Brady's S. What is known about Candida auris. JAMA. 2019.
Murphy D, et al., Evidence for optimal HIV screening and testing intervals in HIV-negative individuals from various risk groups. A systematic review. CORDR. 2019.

New Articles of Circumpolular Health

Baron M, et al., The social determinants of healthy ageing in the Canadian Arctic. Int J Cir Health. 2019.

New Guidelines


Calls For Proposal

Canadian Institutes of Health Research. HIV/AIDS and STBBI Community-Based Research. Deadline: Oct. 17, 2019

Webinars

Keeping Current
October 16th (online)
10:00 am - 11:00 am | Register Here.
http://bit.ly/3i7r8ku
This session will introduce some of the options available to you for keeping up with the latest research.

Goggling for Good Evidence
November 22nd (online)
11:00 am - 12:00 pm | Register Here.
We will discuss tips and tricks that you can use to take your Google search up a notch.
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